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David Rasheed Ali is an observant Muslim and a prison inmate
who requested an exemption from the prison’s restrictive policies that prohibited him from wearing a kufi, a knit skullcap,
as required by his religious beliefs.1 One might be tempted
to conclude that wearing a kufi is both harmless and costless,
making the decision to grant a religious exemption relatively
straightforward. But even something as seemingly innocuous as religious head coverings contains a number of hidden
potential costs and harms: hundreds of thousands of dollars in
estimated redistributed staff time and resources to implement
a new policy; 2 fewer resources for other inmates for better
healthcare, activities, facilities, or food;3 heightened physical
risk for prison guards who must enter an inmate’s “strike zone”
to search personal items;4 and increased risk of deadly contraband being secreted in a headgear hiding spot.5
On the other hand, failing to grant an exemption causes
spiritual and dignitary harm to Ali, who must violate his conscience. Additionally, numerous studies suggest that providing
religious protections for inmates decreases prison violence and
results in significant rehabilitative positive externalities, not
just for other inmates and securities but for society at large.6 In
light of these competing and varied externalities, how should
we think about Ali’s religious exemption request?
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These sorts of questions about harm related to religious
exemptions are particularly weighty at this specific
moment in history, when religious exemptions have perhaps never been more controversial or hotly debated in legal scholarship. Especially in light of Supreme Court cases like
Hobby Lobby and Masterpiece Cakeshop, some scholars have advanced new theories that
would place strict limits on government’s ability to grant religious exemptions that result
in harm to third parties who do not benefit from that religious practice.7 These theories
have inspired recent legislation (including the 2019 Equality Act and the 2018 Do No Harm
Act)8 and are gaining traction among some judges.9 And just recently, four Justices on the
Supreme Court signaled that they may want to revisit the Court’s jurisprudence for offering religious exemptions.10
Iterations of this theory, referred to in this article as the “third-party harm theory,” rely
on both descriptive and normative claims. Descriptively, the theory asserts that Supreme
Court cases are best understood as categorically prohibiting religious exemptions that result
in cognizable harm to third parties. Normatively, other third-party theorists make the claim
that it is “disturbing” to “forc[e] third parties to pay for the exercise of [religious] rights” of
other parties.11
What has not received attention in the literature is a theoretical critique of the generic
harm principle on which the theory relies. Specifically, proponents of the third-party harm
theory echo longstanding views—articulated long ago by John Stuart Mill—that the ability of
individuals to exercise their religious rights depends on whether such liberty does not cause
“harm to others.”12
Third-party harm theorists take this harm principle a step further: Whereas Mill argued
that harm was a necessary, though not always sufficient, condition justifying government
interference with individual liberty, third-party harm theorists argue that the mere presence of harm is a sufficient condition requiring government restriction of religious rights.
This significantly raises the stakes for determining what counts as cognizable harm under
their theory.

THIRD -PARTY HARM THEORY
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Reliance on a harm principle as justification for government
interference has strong intuitive appeal. At least superficially, it seems to be a theoretical shortcut for avoiding other difficult moral questions about
which causes a government should or should not advance—a question on which there is little
consensus in a pluralistic society. Pointing instead to harm seems like a neutral method for
bypassing such moral conundrums. If this were true, there is no question that this method
would present a desirable means of making a great many normative decisions in society.
Indeed, this sort of principle for decision-making has been attempted in numerous fields over
numerous decades, from criminal law to environmental law.13 But unfortunately, significant
moral question begging is involved in determining what exactly we mean by “harm.”
If the harm principle is broadened to include more expansive notions, like dignitary
harm, arguably “every action generates some harm cognizable under the expanded harm
principle.”14 Thus, any action would justify government restriction of rights. The most expansive notion of harm would include a subjective understanding, where any perceived negative
impact on someone counted as harm. Unless we use this broad subjective standard, then
“harm” must become a term of art that includes some sorts of interests and excludes others.
But once a technical definition has been adopted, that definition must operate on top of a
deep normative theory about which types of harm count and why.
The normative appeal of the harm principle stems from its superficial simplicity. But
once “harm” becomes a term of art, the normative justification for the theory becomes quite
complex.15 The plausibility of the harm principle is built on the assumption that there will be
a consensus about what constitutes harm. But there is no such consensus, only a plurality of
views of what harm is.16

“HARM” AS A TERM OF ART
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LACK OF A TRUE DEFINITION

Indeed, the lack of consensus on harm is
highlighted by the fact that three different
groups of third-party harm theorists understand harm as a term of art to mean three
very different things: (1) a materiality stanIn light of Supreme Court
dard, meaning a burden that is relevant to
17
decision-making; (2) an undue hardship
cases like Hobby Lobby and
standard for subsets of the population;18 and
Masterpiece Cakeshop, some
(3) “targeted material or dignitary harms”
on those who “do not share the [religious]
scholars have advanced new
claimant’s belief.”19 None of these scholars
theories that would place
provide clear normative justifications on
strict limits on government’s
why certain types of harm count under their
definition and others do not.
ability to grant religious
In addition, recently proposed legislaexemptions that result in
tion inspired by iterations of these thirdparty harm theories relies on an entirely
harm to third parties who do
different definition of harm, specifically
not benefit from that
the Do No Harm Act. This act defines
religious practice.
harm as including a specific laundry list of
events, such as any exemption from antidiscrimination laws, provisions of healthcare services, and government contracting
requirements.20 Given this utter lack of
consensus on what should count as harm, it
is not surprising that scholars in other fields
have observed the way a heavy reliance on
a generic harm principle almost always collapses in upon itself.21
The normative and doctrinal shortcomings with this undertheorized reliance on generic
harm are highlighted by measuring the purported aims of this theory against its over- and
underinclusive results. Specifically, it is overinclusive because if applied in an even-handed
way, the theory would actually remove religious exemptions for groups like religious minorities that third-party harm theorists generally acknowledge should receive protection.22 These
groups include Muslim prison inmates, Sikhs in the workplace, and Amish communities.23
The theory is normatively underinclusive because it fails to provide any explanation whatsoever for why some competing third-party harms are simply ignored in the calculus. Moreover,
special prohibitions on religious harm, including things like dignitary harm, cannot be normatively justified by the argument that such harms are unique. A comparison of the types of
harm we permit in the speech context demonstrates that religious harm is quite similar in
all meaningful respects.
Given the normative and descriptive shortcomings of
the third-party harm theory, it is not surprising that
courts are not, in fact, treating the presence of generic harm alone as categorically requiring
the government to restrict religious rights. Instead, at times courts recognize and allow significant amounts of harm to third parties in order to protect every type of First Amendment
right—not just religious rights. While the presence of harm may be a necessary condition
to justify the government’s restriction of First Amendment rights, the harm must also have
certain characteristics.

THREE TYPES OF HARM
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Based on these characteristics, courts weigh a variety of competing harms, classifying
them in three specific categories: (1) prohibited harms (which are categorically impermissible); (2) probative harms (which can be balanced against one another); and (3) inadmissible
harms (which are given no weight, regardless of how severely or disproportionately the third
parties experience them). A careful review of religious exemption case laws reveals that
courts are not treating any harm to third parties as categorically prohibited. And competing
harms always arise in the context of the protection of First Amendment rights.
This descriptive framework has important normative
implications. A clear understanding of the role that harm
plays in courts’ treatment of various First Amendment rights highlights the fact that the
protection of any right inherently concerns harms competing from either side of the ledger.
The real question with which courts are often grappling is what the proper balance of “harm”
ought to be. This framework does not treat the presence of any harm as a sufficient condition for restricting any right. Rather, it treats harm as part of an equation: however we are
defining harm, it must be weighed in a consistent way for the government to determine the
most socially beneficial outcome.
In this vein, this article proposes three normative questions we should be asking to the
extent that we are treating harm as a relevant moral consideration in the First Amendment
context.

THREE NORMATIVE QUESTIONS ABOUT HARM

1 Are costs justified by the social goods they provide?
When we are not fixated on asking whether a particular right is harmful or not (acknowledging that it always will be at some level), we can ask the much more fruitful normative
question of whether inevitable costs are justified by providing important social goods.24
Sometimes localized externalities are arguably balanced by a more diffuse social benefit. For
example, one might consider the localized externalities resulting from state or local taxes
related to the support of education in such a way.25 Even families who do not have school-age
children benefit from having a more educated citizenry and even higher property values in
their neighborhoods when schools are high quality.26 If we view externalities in this cost/
benefit context, perhaps the most important normative question to ask is whether the cost of
a right is a “good deal” for society. Where the social goods that society receives in exchange
for harm are significant, then protection of the right might be deemed a social bargain, notwithstanding significant harm.27
The costs and benefits of free speech provide a particularly salient example of this sort
of trade-off. Free expression has been justifiably described as a very costly right,28 but free
expression has also been described as one of America’s “most precious” rights because its
protection provides enormous social goods generally enjoyed by society.29 These goods make
it more likely that violations of other rights will be reported, operate as a precondition for
democratic self-government, ensure political accountability, decrease government corruption and abuses of power, improve the quality of policy-making, and facilitate a host of other
artistic, psychological, economic, moral, and even religious functions.30 In less-developed
countries, freedom of speech has even helped prevent famines.31
As Professor Joseph Raz has remarked:

If I were to choose between living in a society which enjoys freedom of expression, but not having the
right myself, or enjoying the right in a society which does not have it, I would have no hesitation in
judging that my own personal interest is better served by the first option.32
In other words, individuals in a society without freedom of expression suffer more from the
loss of social goods that such a society will inevitably experience than the individual would
suffer from lacking such freedoms herself and yet living in a society that generally protects
26
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The protection
of any right
inherently
concerns harms
competing
from either side
of the ledger.

them. Protection of rights can thus secure goods for individuals far beyond those who actually enjoy the rights, which arguably justifies the high cost of protecting such rights.
Freedom of religion has similarly been described as a right that provides a significant
social bargain to society, notwithstanding its costs.33 This was something a number of the
American founders believed. In his farewell address in 1796, President George Washington
stated:
Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to political prosperity, religion and morality are
indispensable supports. The mere politician, equally with the pious man, ought to respect and cherish them.34
This argument has contemporary force as well. As Professor Rick Garnett has observed,
religious accommodation provides a number of social goods, even for those who do not practice a religion at all.35 One empirical study by Brian and Melissa Grim indicates that “[r]eligion annually contributes nearly $1.2 trillion of socio-economic value to the U.S. economy.”36
These include things like “130,000 alcohol recovery programs,” or “120,000 programs to
help the unemployed,” or about 26,000 “active ministr[ies] to help people living with hivaids.”37 Similarly, Professors Stephen Holmes and Cass Sunstein have argued that one of the
most important contributions of religious liberty is “peaceable social coexistence,” as this
right “permit[s] us to be autonomous in our deepest convictions” while still allowing “our
religiously heterogeneous society to operate passably well.”38 Professor Douglas Laycock
has likewise recently observed that protecting religious liberty “reduces social conflict” and
“reduces human suffering.”39 Thus, Americans are willing to bear significant costs associated
with rights imposed upon them in part because a whole range of precious public goods result
from such protection of rights.
The social benefits that flow from both free speech and religious rights suggest that thick
protections of these rights are warranted, even if at times costly for society and for third parties. These sorts of thick protections are illustrated by constitutional or statutory frameworks
that require the government to satisfy strict scrutiny and demonstrate that it has a “compelling” justification for disregarding free speech or religious rights. Indeed, this is the standard
required under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (or rfra). But once the government
can demonstrate a compelling interest, for purposes such as preventing otherwise unavoidable significant harm to third parties, then the normative explanation is that at this point
the cost is too great. Protecting that right is no longer a social bargain, and thus other harms
outweigh that religious harm. This is the sort of normative question—woven into current
legal frameworks—that we ought to be asking.
2 Can institutions be modified to mitigate avoidable harms?
Professor Joel Feinberg argues in his classic work Harm to Others that some sorts of harm
arise from “bad social institutions,” meaning institutions that cause conflicts that could be
avoided, or at least mitigated, if the institution were modified.40 In other words, perhaps
much criticism regarding harm lies within a policy or institution that puts religious believers
and other rights on a predictable and easily avoidable clash of harms.
For example, one of the high-profile contests of harms between religious liberty and
third-party rights recently arose in the controversial case of Kim Davis, a former county clerk
in Kentucky. After the Supreme Court legalized gay marriage, Ms. Davis was unwilling to
issue marriage licenses to same-sex couples. Ms. Davis was also unwilling to have any marriage licenses for same-sex couples issued in her name. These religious objections resulted
in preventing any same-sex couple in the county from obtaining a marriage license to which
they were lawfully entitled. The denial of government services for these same-sex couples
was a significant harm. On the other hand, Ms. Davis was ultimately sent to jail for five days
and held in contempt of court because she was unwilling to violate her conscience.
Other states handled similar conflicts of conscience in a very different way: by modifying
their institutions to mitigate harm to both parties. Utah, for example, passed a law that would
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allow clerks to opt out of performing marriages for conscience-based reasons, so long as the
office ensured that a willing clerk was on duty and available to perform marriages for any
couple who requested it.41 One need not agree with the policy or even the legality of such a
compromise to acknowledge that this sort of institutional modification mitigated harms on
both sides of the ledger.
3 Can the harm be distributed more justly?
A final important question is whether the distribution of harm is just with respect to how
benefits flowing from harm are distributed when compared to how the corresponding harm
is being distributed throughout society. As third-party harm theorists have rightly observed,
a just society should work to defray costs that are disproportionately borne by a subset of
the population. Relying on the work of Professor Frederick Schauer, third-party harm theorists state, “It ought to be troubling whenever the cost of a general societal benefit must be
borne exclusively or disproportionately by a small subset of the beneficiaries.”44 In many
cases, government-funded alternatives to more evenly disperse externalities may provide
precisely the sort of uncoupling of harm that Professor Schauer advocates for. And potential government-funded programs are relevant under the religious exemption framework
of rfra. Indeed, this was an important concern for the Supreme Court in its Hobby Lobby
decision under rfra’s “less restrictive alternative analysis.”
In Hobby Lobby the Court noted that the “most straightforward way” of ensuring that
harms would not be disproportionately born by third parties “would be for the Government to assume the cost of providing the four contraceptives at issue to any women who
are unable to obtain them under their health-insurance policies due to their employers’
religious objections.”45 The Court flirted with the idea that rfra may, at times, require the
creation of “a new, government-funded program” in order to both accommodate religious
exercise and avoid disproportionate harms to third parties.46 Some third-party harm theorists have criticized this approach as “not politically viable,” which is certainly a reasonable
practical concern.47
However, on June 1, 2018, the Department of Health and Human Services proposed
a new regulation that would expand the definition of “low-income family” under Title X
to include “women who are unable to obtain certain family planning services under their
employer-sponsored health insurance policies due to their employers’ religious beliefs or
moral convictions.”48 This proposed rule would have ensured that if someone actually loses
employer-sponsored contraceptive coverage as a result of religious exemptions, she will still
have access to “free or low-cost family planning services,” including contraceptives.49 While
only a proposed rule, this sort of expanded government program provides a good example of
institutions or policies that can be revised so as to distribute harm more justly and decrease
the magnitude of harm on both sides of the ledger. This line of inquiry may be a constructive
area where both those who seek to avoid third-party harm and those who defend religious
exemptions could find common-ground solutions aimed at dispersing any costs that society
must incur to reap important social goods through the protection of conscience rights.
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A new regulation . . . would expand the definition of “lowincome family” under Title X to include “women who are
unable to obtain certain family planning services under
their employer-sponsored health insurance policies due to
their employers’ religious beliefs or moral convictions.”
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